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Author’s response to reviews:

Dear Editor

Attached please find the revised manuscript entitled “Comparison of glaucoma diagnostic ability of ganglion cell-inner plexiform layer according to the range around the fovea”. A point-by-point response to each of reviewers’ comments follows. I really appreciate to your message about potential acceptence for publication.

Technical Comments:
-- The "Abbreviations" section is missing. If no abbreviations were used, please write "Not Applicable" in this subsection.
   : We included the "Abbreviations" section in new manuscript.
-- The “Declarations” heading is missing
   : We added "Declarations" heading and rearranged the order by instructions.
-- Combine multi panel figures into a single figure
   : We attached Figure 1A to E to one file, and didn't remove the previous panel figures (1A to E)
-- Change from Database article to RA
   : We changed the RA criteria.

Editor Comments:
1. We note that two authors have the same initials [JHS]. To distinguish between them in the Authors’ Contributions section please designate them as [JHS]1 and [JHS]2, with [JHS]1 corresponding to [Je Hyun Seo], chosen because this name is furthest up the author list
   - As your comments, we changed the initial [JHS] of Jonghoon Shin with [JS] for preventing confusion.

2. Clean manuscript
   At this stage, please upload your manuscript as a single, final, clean version that does not contain any tracked changes, comments, highlights, strikethroughs or text in different colours. All relevant tables/figures/additional files should also be clean versions. Figures (and additional files) should remain uploaded as separate files.
   - We attached the clean, single, and final revised version.